ESCO PARTS
BLADE CATALOG
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BLUDWICK@EDGE-SWEETS.COM
616-453-5458 EXT 221

BRIAN THOMAS
BTHOMAS@EDGE-SWEETS.COM
616-453-5458 EXT 222
BAND KNIFE
DUAL BEVEL BAND KNIFE
RECOMMENDED FOR CUTTING LOW FIRMNESS LOW DENSITY FOAM

TYPE
● KNIFE TYPE

DENSITY
● LOW DENSITY

COMMONLY PROCESSED MATERIALS
● POLYURETHANE
● FLEXIBLE FOAM

WIDTHS
● 1 IN X .020
● 3/4 IN X .020
● 1/2 IN X .020

LENGTH
● 2-12 METERS [6-39 FEET]

DUST
● NO DUST

EDGE-SWEETS COMPANY
WHERE IMAGINATION TAKES SHAPE
3/8 SCALLOP
DUAL BEVEL SCALLOP KNIFE
RECOMMENDED FOR CUTTING LOW FIRMNESS LOW DENSITY FOAM

TYPE
● KNIFE TYPE

DENSITY
● LOW DENSITY

COMMONLY PROCESSED MATERIALS
● POLYURETHANE
● FLEXIBLE FOAM

WIDTHS
● 1 IN X .020
● 3/4 IN X .020
● 1/2 IN X .020

LENGTH
● 2-12 METERS [6-39 FEET]

DUST
● NO DUST

EDGE-SWEETS COMPANY
WHERE IMAGINATION TAKES SHAPE
10T
SINGLE CUT TEN TOOTH
RECOMMENDED FOR CUTTING MEDIUM FIRMNESS MEDIUM DENSITY FOAM

TYPE
• TOOTH TYPE

DENSITY
• MEDIUM DENSITY

COMMONLY PROCESSED MATERIALS
• POLYURETHANE
• POLYETHYLENE

WIDTHS
• 1 IN X .020
• 3/4 IN X .020
• 1/2 IN X .020

LENGTH
• 2-12 METERS [6-39 FEET]

DUST
• LOW DUST
10T
DOUBLE CUT TEN TOOTH
RECOMMENDED FOR CUTTING MEDIUM FIRMNESS MEDIUM DENSITY FOAM

TYPE
- TOOTH TYPE

DENSITY
- MEDIUM DENSITY

COMMONLY PROCESSED MATERIALS
- POLYURETHANE
- POLYETHYLENE

WIDTHS
- 3/4 IN X .020
- 1/2 IN X .020

LENGTH
- 2-12 METERS [6-39 FEET]

DUST
- LOW DUST

EDGE-SWEETS COMPANY
WHERE IMAGINATION TAKES SHAPE
10T KERF
SINGLE CUT SET TOOTH
RECOMMENDED FOR CUTTING HIGH FIRMNESS HIGH DENSITY FOAM

TYPE
● SET-TOOTH TYPE

DENSITY
● HIGH DENSITY

COMMONLY PROCESSED MATERIALS
● HR FOAM
● BALSA WOOD

WIDTHS
● 3/4 IN X .020

LENGTH
● 2-12 METERS [6-39 FEET]

DUST
● HIGH DUST
14T RAKER
SINGLE CUT SET TOOTH
RECOMMENDED FOR CUTTING HIGH FIRMNESS HIGH DENSITY FOAM

TYPE
- SET-TOOTH TYPE

DENSITY
- HIGH DENSITY

COMMONLY PROCESSED MATERIALS
- HR FOAM
- BALSA WOOD

WIDTHS
- 3/4 IN X .020

LENGTH
- 2-12 METERS [6-39 FEET]

DUST
- HIGH DUST